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ABSTRACT 
 

This report investigates the viability of launching a westernised meal-kit delivery service in Shanghai and 
proposes an advertising campaign to support a successful launch. 
 
HelloFresh has strong brand synergy and values and been successfully welcomed by the western consumer 
market.  Since its start in 2011 it has rapidly expanded into 11 countries on three continents.  However, its 
presence in western markets demonstrates a reliance on a narrow audience demographic leaving eastern 
consumer markets untapped. HelloFresh is not afraid to continuously expand their company; they just need the 
right reason to do so in a different type of market.  
 
Section A sets out to analyse through primary and secondary research why China would be an appropriate site 
for expansion, both financially and demographically. China’s tier one city, Shanghai, fits the demographic of the 
consumer already targeted by HelloFresh in western markets. HelloFresh could penetrate the Chinese market 
superceding new eastern competitors and use Chinese media platforms to their advantage to help them launch 
into a new city. The opportunities and threats summarise the realities presented by entering an unfamiliar 
saturated market of food-delivery services. 

 
Section B focuses on the campaign objective and proposition to successfully launch a western meal-kit delivery 
service into Shanghai. The target audience in Shanghai is an ideal mix of the middle-class, white-collar expats 
(target audience one) and cosmopolitan Chinese (target audience two) who seek easy healthy changes within 
their diets and lives whilst they juggle busy, stressful lives. The brief outlines HelloFresh’s previous successes 
in their messaging towards western consumers but indicates that the campaign must tailor the messaging 
accordingly to each of the two target audiences to land a successful launch. To launch HelloFresh in Shanghai, 
HelloFresh must use the healthiness of their service to appeal to the target audiences and promote a vision that 
 

Healthy Changes Start with Healthy Food 
 
Section C is the creative response to the brief. Through station print advertising, pay per click advertising, PR 
stunts and sales promotion the campaign illustrates how HelloFresh will aid the busy lives of these two consumer 
groups in a healthy way, all from changing their choice of food. The campaigns differ according to the audience, 
as it must demonstrate an understanding of Chinese heritage but also appeal to western humour. The ultimate 
aim for the campaign is to appeal to the psychological needs of both consumers and sway them to use 
HelloFresh as that starting block for healthy change. 
 
The campaign is expected to be successful because it employs an emotive strategy to persuade Chinese 
cosmopolitans and expats that they need HelloFresh in their busy lives. HelloFresh products and advertising will 
be geared to the two target audiences and the brand will thereby enter a new consumer market on a fourth 
continent. 
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BRAND AUDIT  
 
Founded by Dominik and Thomas, they had a dream to change the way people ate. They first set out in 2011 
by physically ‘packing shopping bags and delivering them by hand to their first ten customers’ because, they 
wanted to beneficially shape the meals people were eating in an easy and accessible way. The two founders 
fundamentally believed good food should be cooked by everyone and so, after years of growth and global 
expansion, HelloFresh has developed into our market as the ‘leading global meal kit provider.’ (Hellofresh, 
2019b). 
 
 
 

 
Mission 

HelloFresh “aims to provide each and 
every household in its 11 markets 

with the opportunity to enjoy 
wholesome home-cooked meals with 

no planning, no shopping and no 
hassle required.” 

(HelloFresh 2019c) 
 
 

Vision 
Their vision is to change the way 
people eat forever all across the 

globe. They believe “everyone should 
be able to cook great food for 

themselves, their friends and their 
family”. 

(HelloFresh 2019b) 
 
 

Values 
‘Despite [their] growth, the 

HelloFresh philosophy remains the 
same’. They want a hearty, friendly 

appearance that the public can relate 
to on a personal level. 

(HelloFresh 2019b) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

Figure 1 HelloFresh. 2019. Mission Statement 
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The Brand Image 
Using the Kapferer Brand Identity Prism of 1995 (Lombard 2018) the externalisation of their branding is split 
into three areas (see figure 2). The first being ‘Physique’, itself split into four branding techniques that affiliate 
together to gain recognition towards HelloFresh: 
 
 
1. Brand Voice - The voice is 

made up from a mixture of 
conversational one-liners or 
comical food puns both off 
and online (see figures 3 & 
4). 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Colour Guide - Html Codes: #000000; #ffffff; 

#669b41; #99ca3a – Four colours (see figure 5) 
make up the brands synergy. Green is perceived 
as fresh, new and exciting which reflects the tone 
of their mission statement. 

  

Figure 3 HelloFresh UK on 7 September 2019 
[Screenshot by Author] 

Figure 4 Dimassimo and Goldstein. 2019. 
Packaging 

Figure 5 Dixon and Moe. 2019. HTML Swatches. 

Figure 2 Marshall. 2019. The Identity Prism 
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3. Logo Guide - HelloFresh re-branded (see figure 6) to the recognisable lime, 

therefore looking more food orientated, positive and friendly.  
 
 
4. Font Guide – The ‘Hello’ is a custom typeface handwritten for the brand to give 

the brand an authentic and friendly tone of voice. The ‘Fresh’ is an engineered 
font that sits at an upwards angle to ‘create a distinctive positive energy and 
excitement’ (DiMassimo and Goldstein 2019a). 

 
 
Regarding ‘Relationship’ (see figure 
7), HelloFresh use relatable and 
interactive content to build rapport 
with their customers. ‘Leaving no 
surface unbranded, [they] covered 
the packaging in food facts and 
cooking tips’ (DiMassimo and 
Goldstein 2019b).  
 
The continuity throughout its branding provides HelloFresh with a concrete identity, that is already proving its 
success, winning ‘the Silver Award in the Graphis Logo Design 9 Competition’ (DiMassimo and Goldstein 
2019a). The company’s brand exposure gained attraction and HelloFresh became ‘the World’s Most Ruthless 
Start Up’ (Helm 2019) going from strength to strength in familiarity amongst its every growing audience.  
 
‘Reflection’ considers the users of their service, young busy consumers, for example, young mums or young 
business people would relate to their brand the most. 
  
The Brand Identity 
The Kapferer Brand Identity Prism splits internalisations into three sections that define HelloFresh’s identity. 
To generate the ‘Personality’ of the brand, HelloFresh has adopted a tone of voice which resembles a youthful, 
wholesome persona. American actress Hillary Duff whose roles in comedies like Cinderella Story features in 
some of their advertisements, suggesting a typical family girl, fitting the idealised voice of the brand.  
 
The ‘Culture’ of HelloFresh also reflects its identity as it has been rated one of the 2019 Best Places to Work 
in Germany (Gibbs 2018) due to its atmosphere of fun, respect for equality and friendly work vibe.  
 
The ‘Personality’ and ‘Culture’ of the brand support a positive ‘Self-Image’: their identity is that of a relatable 
and homely brand built by two men from nothing as they believed everyone is a chef.   

Figure 6 Dimassimo and Goldstein.  
2019. Logo Transformation 

Figure 7 Dimassimo and Goldstein. 2019. No Title 
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MARKET SECTOR ANALYSIS 
 
THE INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
HelloFresh’s mission and vision statement promotes the brand’s friendly and inclusive tone of voice. Its 
dedication to get everyone cooking good food easily resonates throughout their vision as a brand globally. 
They sit within 3 continents occupying 12 different countries: Australia, Sweden, Benelux, UK, New Zealand, 
Canada, USA and Germany, as they are spreading their “everyone is a chef” attitude everywhere. From a 
small little German start-up founded by Dominik Richter, Thomas Griesel, and Jessica Nilsson in Berlin, there 
are now four Chief Officers including the CEO (see figure 8) and is reaching 11 different consumer markets.  
 
   

Figure 8 HelloFresh. 2017. Chief Officers 
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THE EXTERNAL MICRO ENVIRONMENT 
Customers 
The ‘stereotypical’ customer demographic that use HelloFresh services are the technologically able, busy, 
health conscious and those with a fair amount of disposable income. Their customers are not defined by 
ethnicity or age because due to their continual growth within the global consumer market since 2014 (see figure 
9) they’ve reached on average 1.46million active users in 2017 (Rocket Internet 2018) and this range of diverse 
global users means it would be impossible to stereotype the ethnicity or age of the users.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When HelloFresh are choosing their target consumer markets, they are geographically expanding to find 
“opportunities … in markets with a relatively high disposable income, a developed infrastructure and high 
Internet penetration” (HelloFresh Editorial Team 2018). This consumer demographic and choice of market is 
reflected within Tier 1 cities in China, like Shanghai and Beijing. The population of Shanghai fit the 
technologically able, busy, progressively health conscious and have a fair amount of disposable income 
customer demographic due to the booming business sector there. Which is why the current users of food 
delivery apps in China are dominated by 83% white collar business customers (see figure 10) aged between 
18 – 39 (see figure 11) alluding to how and why these apps are primarily used within the consumer market in 
China.  

 
 
 

 

  

Figure 9 Rocket Internet. 2018. Graph showing number of active 
subscribers of HelloFresh worldwide from 2014 to 2017 (in millions) 

Figure 10 Daxue Consulting. 2019. Graph showing Food 
Delivery Apps Users 

Figure 11 Daxue Consulting. 2019. Graph showing Age Of 
Food Delivery App Users In China 
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Competitors 
Chinese consumer markets are already heavily saturated with food delivery systems with large companies like 
Alibaba and Tencent owning two of the most popular food delivery services. The ease and efficiency of food 
delivery has encouraged many brands to branch into it which ultimately has generated a very competitive and 
ever-growing market worth approximately $37 billion (Tao, 2017). Below is a perception map (see figure 12) to 
highlight the food delivery market of the current Chinese Tier 1 Cities. 
 

 
Figure 12 Marshall. 2019. Perception Map 

 
To integrate HelloFresh into this market, they will be competing against some of the biggest companies in 
China:  
o Ele.Me (饿了么) – Fast food and products (eg, flowers) delivery service app in Chinese only  
o SHERPA’S – Fast food and drink delivery service app in English 
o EperMarket – Groceries delivery system in English 

 
These three services have already an established strategy, which have made them successful in attracting a 
big user base, eg, Ele.me has a ‘strong consumption ability and higher intention for the quality take-out’ (iiMedia 
Research 2018). Ele.Me and SHERPA’S can charge the ‘upwards of 25 yuan (€3.21)’ for the cheapest meal 
and then ‘6 to 15 yuan (€0.77 to €1.93)’ (Hongyu 2019) for delivery to use their app and services. HelloFresh 
have a delivery system that splits meals into boxes and for a classic box with six meals per week it’s €4.37 per 
meal (HelloFresh 2019d), which is alterable via the app or webpage. 
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THE EXTERNAL MACRO ENVIRONMENT 
Chinas ‘rapid economic growth has sharply improved Chinese 
living standards and helped raise hundreds of millions of people 
out of extreme poverty’ (Morrison 2009). The rise in living 
standards has caused a steady growth in disposable income per 
capita for rural but especially urban areas (Ortiz et al. 2017), 
allowing for expenditures on more luxury items, like smart phones. 
The average number of phones has risen to above 2 per 
household since 2006 (Ortiz et al. 2017), which parallels with rapid 
advancements in tech across China, especially in tier one cities. 
Tech is getting easier to use so it can support the demands of a 
busy working life. Mobile technology has offered busy working 
individuals in China the chance to purchase food at ease with time 
spent on food delivery apps (see figure 13) averaging 10 – 15 
minutes for the total time spent on multiple food orders (up to three 
times a day). Chinese food delivery companies link with WeChat 
– the most used social platform in China – to allow people to use 
WeChat Wallet (similar to Apple Pay) so purchase is seamless.  
 
However, one of the most important emergent body of users in food ordering technology is the number of active 
users of fresh food e-commerce (see figure 14). The current millions of users now getting fresh food ordered 
home is ever rising due to the progressive want to be healthy, which for HelloFresh is a perfect time to break 
into the market. 
 
The consumer market for food delivery services is thriving within Shanghai due to healthy ‘rapid industrialization’ 
with subsequent ‘rising incomes’ (Atsmon and Magni 2012). As Shanghai reaches 2020 (see figure 15) the 
ratio of mainstream and affluent members of society has dramatically increased. This means that bigger 
incomes increase consumption habits on more luxury services. The current trends are ‘increased attention 
[being] paid to health and well-being’ (Atsmon and Magni 2012).  
  

Figure 13 iResearch. 2018. Graph showing Avg. 
daily time spent per user on food delivery services in 
China 

Figure 14 SCMP. 2019. Graph of number of monthly active 
users of fresh food e-commerce in China… (in Millions) Figure 15 Atsmon and Magni. 2012. Graph of The 

Magnitude of China’s Middle-class growth is transforming 
the nation 2012 - 2020 
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TARGET AUDIENCE RESEARCH 
Expatriates within Shanghai, have 
increasingly accessible opportunities 
for earning good money and can live 
fairly cheaply, leaving disposable 
money to spend on healthier food 
options. The Country Report of 2016 
(see figure 16) 73% of expats living in 
China are satisfied with their life. 
However, drawbacks that expats 
living in China reported are the 
distance from home, personal health, 
and healthcare standards. Meeting 
the first two needs reported above - 
HelloFresh’s homely tone and 
healthy recipes - could position their 
brand into this the market and into the 
daily lives of its target consumer 
expats.  
 
Alongside targeting the expat 
community within Shanghai, HelloFresh need to successfully integrate and gain acceptance from the Chinese 
consumer market too. The cosmopolitan white-collar Chinese consumer market will be targeted in this 
campaign as well, using its services for an alternative healthier lifestyle.  
 
 
PRIMARY RESEARCH  
 
Objective 
Secondary research has proven there is a thriving market for food delivery services in tier one cities within 
China. However, the objective was to find the insights into the way white collar expats and Chinese 
cosmopolitan citizens within these tier cities use food delivery systems currently and whether they want to 
positively change their food habits for the future. Consequentially two studies were conducted in tier one city 
Shanghai, China: the first was a daily food diary undertaken by expats and Chinese white-collar workers and 
the second was a questionnaire survey primarily targeting the white-collar business demographic.  
 
 
FOOD DIARIES: APPENDIX 1 
Methodology  
All participants agreed to their names, answers and photos to be used, therefore adhering to ethical 
considerations. 
 
Duration  30th May 2019 and ending 24th July 2019 in Shanghai. 
Participants 5 expatriates and 2 cosmopolitan Chinese, aged between 20 and 30 years working in the white-

collar business sector. 
Study  A one-day food diary either via WeChat or face to face conversation in Shanghai. Participants 

were asked to document what food they ate during the day and where they bought it from (see 
Food Diaries, Appendix 1.1).  

 
Analysis 
This study had limitations, as participants only documented one day, with the assumption this is similar to other 
days. However, the study followed an informal chat with most participants, which did confirm that the food diary 
recorded a very typical working day’s food intake. Additionally, the sample size was small at seven people, but 
the data gathered was to some degree representative of the larger population of the two targeted demographics.  

Figure 16 Expat Insider. 2018. Country Report 2016, China 
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It was obvious from this study that the meals ate throughout 
the day – breakfast and lunch were primarily bought and 
delivered by six of the seven participants from Ele.me and 
Sherpas – with the exception of one participant who made 
their own food. Additionally, (see figure 17 and 18) from the 
dairy photos received, it was noticeable that the foods the 
participants were buying were high in salt and fat. The study 
alludes to a common habit the white-collar work culture has 
because of the ease of delivery and when exploring this, an 
informal conversation with the one person who bought their 
own very healthy meal in; it confirmed that there is a want 
for white-collar industry healthy eating but a lack of ease and time to do so. 
 
However interestingly, at dinner time, the ratio of bought food, homemade food and delivered 
food evens out, suggesting that this category of people is able to cook but sometimes are 
too busy to do it. Their income clearly allows for high expenditure on disposable items, such 
as takeaway, so committing to a meal service would be feasible.  
 
 
QUESTIONNAIRES: APPENDIX 2 
Methodology  
Duration  30th May 2019 and ending 24th July 2019 in Shanghai. 
Participants 5 expatriates and 2 cosmopolitan Chinese, aged between 20 and 30 years working in the white-

collar business sector. 
Study  Questionnaires via WeChat. The participants were asked 7 questions that explored their current 

use of food delivery apps and which ones were more popular within the market. It also discussed 
their want for future eating habits. 

 
Analysis 
This study could also be seen to produce limitations, as the sample size was also seven people, so they do 
not represent the entirety of Tier 1 and 2 working white collar business people of China. Also, some questions 
and their answers were affected by a language barrier which meant information was misinterpreted. 
Nevertheless, all participants agreed to their names, answers and photos to be used, therefore adhering to 
ethical considerations. 
 
The most common answers to the question asking which food services the seven participants currently use 
(see Screenshots, Appendix 2.1 and Darpan’s Transcript, Appendix 2.2) showed that the currently popular 
food delivery services are Ele.me, Sherpas and EperMarket. 
 
Furthermore, six out of seven believe there is a want for a western meal delivery service as they seek for an 
easier healthier lifestyle. Interestingly, one participant mentioned that a new company would need to adopt the 
already successful techniques used by the existing companies and another participant mentioned that (see 
Darpan’s Transcript, Appendix 2.2), the current services are sufficient they just need to be made inclusive due 
to the problematic language barriers and expensive western charge – which was also other issues bought up 
by others within their answers. 
 
Conclusion 
From both of the methodologies carried out there is interest for a western food meal-kit delivery supplier, that 
caters as effectively as existing food delivery services. Although the limitations cause the study to only receive 
a small mass of answers, the answers received gave insight into the market consumer demographic and a gap 
in the market which HelloFresh could infiltrate.  
 
 
 
 

Figure 17 Winnie. 2019. Breakfast 
Photo sent via WeChat, Appendix 1.2 

Figure 18 
Rachael. 2019. 
Lunch Photo sent 
via WeChat, 
Appendix 1.3 
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MEDIA RESEARCH & CAMPAIGN DELIVERY METHOD  
 
The marketing expenses of HelloFresh worldwide in 2018 were €330.1million (HelloFresh 2018). Country to 
country the budget is split into two sectors: International and US – Shanghai itself would be incorporated within 
the international budget. HelloFresh’s latest quarterly update shows that Q3 2019 had a total percentage 
revenue (international) of €194million which marks HelloFresh as being in a stable enough position to retain 
its current yearly expenditure of €82.9 million on marketing. This, split between the 12 countries within the 
international sector already, plus adding Shanghai as a 13th location, would mean a media budget per location 
€6.37million (€82.9million divided by 13 countries).  
 
To run this campaign in Q4 (September to December) of the financial year 2019, would estimate Shanghai a 
budget of €1.6million (€6.37million divided by 4 quarters of the year). To see the campaign budget breakdown, 
see Appendix 4. It is important to run a westernised food new launch campaign within this quarter, as they are 
the months that expats could be most likely to crave the food of their home countries due to multiple celebratory 
holidays through this period, eg, Christmas. Plus, this is the time that 
cosmopolitan Chinese could experience and cook new food for dinner 
parties and family events to generate new traditions or just to join their 
expat counterparts on celebrating different experiences. 
 
However, the launch of a new service needs to target the right audience 
in order to be successful. So, to target the expats and cosmopolitan 
Chinese people it needs to be placed strategically. Firstly, using the 
food delivery systems already in place to advertise, scooters (see figure 
19) are the most efficient way of getting food from vendor to person and 
come in masses. They are everywhere and have specific coloured 
branding: eg, blue is for Ele.me and yellow is for Meituan. These make 
it noticeable which brand the scooter is, and this helps gain brand 
recognition.  
 
Furthermore, Shanghai has 10 million commuters (Lingchao 2018) that use the 
metro lines every day, so station advertising is a prime location for rush hour 
exposure. In particular, West Nanjing, Lujiazui and Xujiahui Metro Stations are 
hubs for Chinese cosmopolitan and expats, because of the modern western-
themed shopping centres or the French concession and sky-rise business 
buildings. Also, within these targeted western cosmopolitan areas, situating a PR 
pop up shop would directly target the right audience, generating hype and 
awareness for HelloFresh. 
 
A PR event allows for sales promotion through direct mail promotional vouchers, 
which, is short-term immediate effect on a targeted number of consumers to use 

and spread through word of mouth. 
Undeniably, to use WeChat (see 
figure 20) to direct mail promotional 
and informative messages to the 
current market penetration that 
WeChat hold in China of 79% and 
30 million active users of WeChat at 
Work (Iqbal 2019); would be extremely effective for HelloFresh. 
The importance of covering everything in QR codes where 
possible, is a widely known way to engage Chinese and expat 
audiences as it links straight to the popular WeChat App. With 
China being so technologically advanced, arguably, ‘paid ads or 

influencers, QQ groups and social searchability’ (Zhang 2018) are the most effective ways to reach the Chinese 
consumer and using the number one search engine platform – Baidu (see figure 21) – to generate pay per 
click advertising would help mass exposure.  

Figure 19 Marshall. 2019. Photo taken of 
Scooter 

Figure 20 WeChat Direct 
Mail Processional 
Account for FUNKA DELI 

Figure 21 The Nanjing Marketing Ground Ltd. 2019. 
Baidu Advertising for Global Businesses. 
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RESEARCH SUMMARY 
SWOT ANALYSIS  
 

S 
STRENGTHS 

W 
WEAKNESSES 

O 
OPPORTUNITY  

T 
THREATS 

 
The structure of the 
service is quick and 

convenient which suits 
those with busy lives  

 
- 
 

The recipes are easy 
for people to follow and 

use 
 
- 
 

Expanding at a healthy 
and progressive way at 

a rapid way - The 
World’s Most Ruthless 

Start Up 
 
- 
 

Has an established 
strong synergy well-
known to customers  

 
Heavily dependable on 
delivery companies to 
delivery their service to 

consumers 
 
- 
 

The cost of delivery 
can be high, depending 
on situational regions 

 
- 
 

Food boxes could be 
seen as expensive for 

low income 
households, limiting 
them to a particular 

target market 
 
- 
 

Reliant on the 
importing of food 

products or locally 
sourcing products 

  
Growth opportunities 

into new global 
consumer markets to 

keep expanding 
 
- 
 

Develop and promote 
healthy lifestyle 
cooking with the 
current healthier 

lifestyle movement 
 
- 
 

Capability to initiate 
partnerships with 
companies e.g. 

delivery companies or 
existing food ordering 

apps 
 
- 
 

Chinese Law presents 
easy and successful 
opportunities for food 

exporters 
 

 
Changes in consumer 
behaviours and trends 
could impact USP of 
healthy lifestyle hype 

 
- 
 

Culturally unknown 
brand to new markets 

and consumers 
 
- 
 

Heavily reliant on use 
of internet  

 
- 
 

Limited to people with 
disposable incomes 

and can use 
technology effectively 

 
- 
 

Existing competitors 
that have deals with 

current local 
businesses 

 
 
ISSUES & OPPORTUNITES  
The SWOT analysis indicates that HelloFresh have already gained an established customer base from their 
ruthless intent to expand. HelloFresh tactically choose their global markets based on a target audience that 
are situated in internet accessible, high-income areas. The opportunity to keep expanding into these ideal 
target markets still exists, and Shanghai fits perfectly into this category. However, Shanghai could be seen as 
one of the hardest cities to infiltrate due to the already mass threat of Chinese food services that have 
saturdated the market. Success would be a whole new customer base in an as yet untapped contient and help 
HelloFresh become a poster brand for alternative healthy cooking in Shanghai. 
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CREATIVE BRIEF 

Whilst currently occupying three different continents, why not add a fourth? One of the biggest money hives 
for food delivery is the Eastern Chinese market, and with Chinese technology booming and rapid 
industrialization of the middle-class wealth expanding, Shanghai looks like the ideal next move for HelloFresh. 

PROPOSITION 
Healthy Western Meal-Kit Delivery. 

OBJECTIVE 
Launch HelloFresh in Shanghai. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
There will be two target audiences for this campaign: expats living in Shanghai and cosmopolitan white-collar 
Chinese. They are both modern middle-class working individuals that are very technologically advanced and 
have to juggle busy lives. Both audiences spend time together and are influenced by the latest hypes. They 
currently seek to start healthier changes in their lives, due to the newest health kicks trends and exciting new 
ventures they have planned. 

Figure 22 Marshall. 2019. Pen Portraits 
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BACKGROUND 
HelloFresh have done many past campaigns globally that express [their brand] through quirky typography and 
illustrations. They’ve previously used direct mail, TV adverts with celebrity endorsements and pop up shops 
within their advertising.  
 
One of their successful campaigns was the relaunched in the US to help position themselves to the consumer 
market in 2012. ‘Hello Natural’ was an integrated campaign that took over the inside of subways, radio, print, 
tv and digital platforms with lines like ‘Finding Fresh Ingredients, got you in a bit of a Pinch?’ and ‘Foraging for 
a Better Dinner Option?’. This relaunch saw a rise of 72% in US users of the service all because the placement 
and tone of voice was tailored towards the working day individual who sort for a healthier lifestyle but didn’t 
have the time to source it for themselves. 
 
To launch in Shanghai at expats and the Chinese cosmopolitan consumer the tone of voice must work for both 
audience types. Brands fail to succeed in China because they use their arrogant western tone of voice to 
market at Chinese consumers who value culture and authenticity above all else, and campaigns must integrate 
in with the different types of advertising in Shanghai that is successful, like the delivery scooters.  
 
COMPETITION   
HelloFresh has three main rivals in Shanghai, Ele.Me, SHERPA’S and EperMarket.  
Ele.Me is a food delivery service, neither western or particularly healthy, but is cheap, fast and easy. It has 
advertising that is distinctly the blue scooters and booming online presence on social platforms like Weibo. 
They also use news PR stories to keep personable with their Chinese consumers. 
 
SHERPA’S is a food delivery service that serves western food, but not healthy targeted. Its advertising is 
targeted towards the non-Chinese consumer. Alongside the orange coloured mopeds, they do QR coded print 
campaigns at events occupied by this target audience like #TASTEBUDS food festival. They also run 
promotional competitions by collaborating with other companies like ‘Strike a Pose, Win a holiday to Naples’ 
to engage their target consumers with the food they miss. They also use Instagram, Facebook, but they are 
not engaged with as recent posts have as little as between 1 and 5 likes.   
 
EperMarket is a fresh food, healthy, westernised produce delivery service. However, it does not advertise as 
such but relies on webpages like ‘SmartShanghai’ that helps migrating or visiting tourists, advertise their 
company and services from them. They have a Twitter account and a LinkedIn but both as not very successful. 
 
THE PRIMARY MESSAGE  
HelloFresh is a westernised style healthy food meal-kit delivery service that feels like a home-away-from-home 
healthy meal for expats to use to change their current eating habits and a healthy attractive alternative for the 
Chinese Cosmopolitans to help them start positive changes with their lives. 
Value Proposition: Healthy Western Meal-Kit Delivery Service 
Slogan: Healthy Changes Start With Healthy Food 
 
SUPPORT TO THE PROPOSITION 
The Endowment Effect: People value things when they have ownership over them. When people can say 
they cooked the food, they will value what they are fuelling their bodies more as well as the time they spend 
eating, instead of making unthinking decisions on fast food choices. 
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs: People prioritise their needs to gain self-actualisation from the most important 
ones. Choosing to eat healthy meals satisfies a higher priority of needs, causing the user to feel self-esteemed 
and reach self-actualisation, resulting in longer fulfilled happiness. 
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DESIRED RESPONSE (EXPATS) 
Think: I’ve seen a western, healthier food delivery option that allows me to start eating healthy again by 
using food I know from home. 
Feel: Excited for HelloFresh 
Do: Scan QR code/ go to the website and order a promotional box. 
 
DESIRED RESPONSE (COSMOPOLTIAN CHINESE) 
Think: I’ve seen a new, healthier alternative western food delivery option that will help me open up and start 
healthy changes with my family and friends. 
Feel: Excited for HelloFresh 
Do: Scan QR code/ Go to the website and order a promotional box. 
 
BUDGET & TIMELINE 
Media Budget: €1.6million (€6.37million divided by four quarters of the year). 
Timeline: Q4 (September to December) of the financial year 2019. 
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CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVE 

Launch HelloFresh in Shanghai. 

CAMPAIGN STRATEGY, TACTICS AND ACTIONS 

The campaign addresses two target audiences with two different cultures. Using an emotional affective strategy 
(Ashkanasy et al. 2017) this campaign will attempt to tug on the heartstrings of the viewers by evoking feelings 
that remind them of home truths. The adverts will present visuals of association that are meaningful and 
significant to both target audiences, however, will run parallel to each other using the same tagline ‘Start 
Healthy Changes With Healthy Food’ to keep a continuous brand identity. 

The expat audience experience visuals of food from home with ‘punny’ copy that reminds them of the typical 
western wit. Whereas, the ‘Chinese [cosmopolitan] consumers are attracted to quality and long-standing 
heritage’ (Arnold 2018), therefore, experiencing imagery that will feature heritage influenced modern themed 
stories surrounding the reason why food would be used. 

The advertising will establish the brands place within the target audiences’ everyday lives. Commuter spaces 
and search engine adverts will be great for brand building an unknown brand in Shanghai. HelloFresh will 
benefit from using PR because it is more personal, which supports the brands image and whilst PR has limited 
outreach it does target the right people. Additionally, combining sales promotions and direct mail means that it 
encourages immediate awareness and potential purchases at the same time, because of its ease to do so. 

The campaign release needs to be impactful straight away. All three aspects of this campaign need to be 
released at the same time to generate an overwhelming presence and brand awareness for new launch in a 
new location. Then for sales promo and direct mail, once the brand has established placement it can drop off 
and minimal advertising can take over in December as expats may or may not be home for Christmas, as 
shown below: 

MEDIA PLAN 

Figure 23 Marshall. 2019. Media Plan 
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CREATIVE CONTENT 
OUT OF HOME ADVERTISING 

Station Domination 
Print adverts dominating at West Nanjing, Lujiazui and Xujiahui Metro Stations from September to November. 
The exposure will quickly and forcibly showcase HelloFresh to the audience. This in turn will help establish 
them amongst the culture quicker and help generate hype around the season of food for the brands 
launch. The campaign will be in English and Chinese to engage both target audiences that use the stations 
frequently and stop running in December as expats flying home for the season or will have already signed up 
to the scheme and the Chinese are already rich in tradition, so western food my not be a want then. 

Figure 24 Marshall. 2019. Station Domination Mock-up 
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Figure 27 Marshall. 2019. Underground Station Billboard Mock-up 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 25 Marshall. 2019. 6 Sheet Mock-up 1 Figure 26 Marshall. 2019. 6 Sheet Mock-up 2 
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Figure 28 Marshall. 2019. Station Domination Mock-up in Chinese 
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Figure 31 Underground Station Billboard Mock-up in Chinese, Appendix 5.1 

 
  

Figure 29 Marshall. 2019. 6 Sheet Mock-up in Chinese 1, 
Appendix 5.2 

Figure 30 Marshall. 2019. 6 Sheet Mock-up in Chinese 2, 
Appendix 5.3 
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Metro Train Horizontals 
Horizontals in each of the 12 carriages per train on the 17 lines for the entirety of Q4, will drive home the 
imagery and messaging as it follows the target audience to  and from their homes as they travel into work 
and back.  
 

 
Figure 32 Marshall. 2019. Train Horizontal Mock-up 

 

 
Figure 33 Marshall. 2019. Train Horizontal Mock-up in Chinese, Appendix 5.1 
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Scooter 
Branded delivery scooters roaming around the city for Q4 will gain exposure from above the ground. It will 
encourage HelloFresh to smoothly transition into becoming ‘normal’ and well recognised, like Ele.me and the 
others.  
 

 
Figure 34 Marshall. 2019. Scooter Mock-up 
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PAY PER CLICK 
 
Baidu 
Using one of the most used internet search engines to advertise HelloFresh from September to November, 
will allow for the brand to be placed into the narrative of the Chinese cosmopolitans’ lives. The example 
below is ‘how to impress my boyfriend’s parents?’ and integrating the advert here means that changes within 
people lives can be solved by HelloFresh and its healthy new food. 
 

 
Figure 35 Marshall. 2019. Baidu Mock-up, Appendix 5.4 
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PUBLIC REALTIONS 
 
Pop-up Shop 
The pop-up store running from September to October in West Nanjing food court and Lujiazui in the metro 
station will allow for the audience to sample the foods and gain promotional deals. The placement is so that 
when commuters come in and out of the station, they can grab it for lunch or on the way home for dinner. 
Plus, in the food court of the shopping centre it will be there for when the businesspeople want a different 
lunch option and when weekend shoppers want to be experimental.  
 

 
Figure 36 Marshall. 2019. Pop-up Shop Mock-up 
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SALES PROMOTION & DIRECT MAIL 
 
Leaflets 
These leaflets will be handed out at the pop-up shops as an incentive to try the food and sign up. It also 
contains a friend code, to encourage word-of-mouth gained media, leading to more sign ups. 
 

       
 
 
WeChat Direct Mail 
All previous media is covered in QR codes, and this is because 
WeChat is the single most used platform by the Chinese and 
anyone migrating into China. HelloFresh having their own profile and 
the ability to DM followers will encourage immediate action from 
consumers. 
 

  

Figure 37 Marshall. 2019. Direct Mail Leaflet Front 
Mock-up 

Figure 38 Marshall. 2019. Direct Mail Leaflet Back 
Mock-up 

Figure 39 Marshall. 2019. Direct Mail 
WeChat Promotional Account Mock-up 
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CAMPAIGN REGULATORY & LEGAL ISSUES  
 
The campaign is launching in China, which means it must abide by the heavily regulated ‘Advertising Law of 
the People’s Republic of China’ (The International Trade Administration 2019). The campaign abides by 
Chapter II, Article 7 of the Advertising Law, which states what should not appear as part of the advertising, 
such as, no using the national flag of China, or hindering any social stability to evoke outrage. However, it also 
has to adhere to Chapter III, Article 32 which impedes it’s use in a lot of outside areas as it may ‘damage the 
appearance or environment of cities’ (WIPO 2019). This is why the campaign benefits from appearing 
underground in metro stations, because it avoids conflicting with this Law and targets the right audience. 
 
 
RATIONALE BEHIND CREATIVE DECISIONS  
 
HelloFresh already had a strong established tone of voice and imagery for their brand; however, it lacked a 
diversity in their choice of target audience. It predominately focused on a western audience as they are most 
responsive their branding and service. However, this campaign expands HelloFresh into the eastern market of 
China by still using the homely tone of voice and targeting the western expats within China and their Chinese 
cosmopolitans’ colleagues and friends.  
 
To get both audiences to warm to the brand and also keep the continuity, both set of adverts had to use the 
same message. ‘Healthy Changes Start with Healthy Food’ allows both target audiences the ability to relate to 
the brand and yet, allows for the copy on the adverts to differ for each audience. The copy in the adverts 
targeting expats is cheeky, homely, and reminds them of food from home. The the use of food puns is a 
distinctively western humour. It cannot be translated out into other languages, therefore giving the colloquial 
language device a ‘Liking’ (Cialdini 2007b) to the western audience, who will perceive brand as their friend. 
The audience will want to trust the brand, so will want to trust their food from home to eat healthier again. 
Whereas, the copy in the Chinese adverts are very subjective to modern themes that traditional Chinese 
cosmopolitans deal with daily. It’s implying that HelloFresh is metaphorical for the start of new changes in their 
lives and that they can make these healthy changes using healthy food. 
 
The imagery is reflective of the copy because the English adverts have imagery based on the fact that expats 
miss a Sunday roast, Heinz Baked Beans, gravy, sausages and a typically British pie (The Scarborough 2019). 
Food is a powerful emotive for humans as we learn from an early age to associate food with soothing and 
social interaction (Smith et al. 1990). Proven in the study that physiological effects [of] food [show that it] has 
the capacity to enhance positive affect by way of association with situations or contexts (Locker, 2005). So, 
using the images of food from home should evoke positive stimulation of situational memories and encourage 
a healthy change in diet. On the other hand, the imagery chosen for the Chinese advertisements are cohesive 
with current Chinese advertising. They live for the idealisation of a better value of life, so, the images were 
chosen to be situational yet idealistic to spark their want for that scenario. Adding that common ground between 
HelloFresh caring about the Chinese and what the Chinese consumers care about gives the adverts a friendly, 
relatable ‘Liking’, for the Chinese to also see HelloFresh as their friend (Cialdini 2007b).
 
The placing of the adverts was strategic, as according to Wait Marketing Theory ‘consumers waiting times [are] 
great communication opportunities’ as it ‘maximises company’s communications budgets’ (Derval 2007). 
These elongated moments where consumers are unengaged but unable to change their circumstances are 
ideally when they are waiting for trains or at a shopping mall wandering. Therefore, placing HelloFresh at the 
point in which they visually cannot be ignored by their target audience, eg, waiting for a train, will 
subconsciously normalise HelloFresh within society. Also, placing pop up shops in these areas to give out 
promotional leaflets for the user and their friend, instigates ‘Social Proof' (Cialdini 2007a) when the right target 
starts using and talking about HelloFresh it generates a domino following effect.  
 
Ultimately, the success of this campaign rides on fact it employs a strategy emphatic to the psychological needs 
of its audience. It meets the need for healthy changes within the target audience and exposes the gap in the 
market for a new, easy, reliable healthy food delivery option with this target audience. Launching HelloFresh 
in Shanghai would be an ideal service to fulfil this gap and meet the needs of the audience.  
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APPENDIX 1  
FOOD DIARIES 
 

Appendix 1.1 
 
Two-month period: 
30th May 2019 - 24th July 2019 
7 Participants completed a 12-hour food diary.  
 
 
 
Other food diaries available here: 
 
 
 
 
 
                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

Appendix 1.2  
 
Rachael. 
2019. 
WeChat 
conversation 
with Elizabeth 
Marshall 
[Image] 
Rachael 
Breakfast, 
July 2019 

Appendix 1.3 
 
Winnie. 2019. 
WeChat 
conversation 
with Elizabeth 
Marshall 
[Image] 
Winnie 
Breakfast, 
July 2019 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C07Jc
e9m3Eq_ceZm7ylky2kW2xAjiGwT 
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APPENDIX 2  
QUESTIONNAIRES 
 
Appendix 2.1 
Q3 answers from all 7 participants, 2019. Screenshots of answers to Which food delivery services they 
currently use asked by Elizabeth Marshall [Images] Screenshots, June – July, 2019 
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Appendix 2.2  
Darpan, 2019. Darpan’s Transcript of Voice Note Answers to Questions written by Elizabeth Marshall [Image] 
Darpan’s Transcript, July, 2019 
 

 
 
APPENDIX 3 
Watson, 2019. Screenshots of answer of question to what they receive as an employee for a delivery 
company asked by Elizabeth Marshall [Images] Screenshots, November 2019 
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APPENDIX 4 
WORKING OUT BUDGET 
 

M 
MEDIA 

B 
BUDGET  

(in 4-week slots) 
 

T 
TOTAL 

Advertising Metro Station Domination  
3 Stations 

€67,951.88 
1 station 
(Blueline Media 2019) 

€67,951.88 x 3 = 
€203,855.64 

Metro Train Interior 
Horizontals 
17 Metro lines. 
12 carriages per metro 
train. 
1 per carriage. 

Avg. €75 
1 horizontal (Blueline Media 
2019) 

(€75 x 12) x 17 =  
€15,300 

Metro Train Handle  
Lines 1 & 2 
24 carriages  
80 per carriage  

Avg. €2.25  
1 handle 
(Alibaba 2019) 

(€2.25 x 80) x 24 = 
€4,320 

Scooters 
10,000 Scooters 
 

€50  
1 pack of uniform and delivery 
bags 
(Watson 2019. Appendix 3) 

€50 x 10,000 =  
€500,000 

Pay Per 
Click 

Baidu  €949.29 (Nanjing Marketing 
Group 2019) 

One Set Price 
€949.29 

PR  Pop Up Shop  Avg. €29,085 
(Sheehan 2019) 

One Set Price 
€29,085 

Sales 
Promotion 
& Direct 
Mail  

20% of your box / 20% off 
for a friend flyer 

€50,000  
leaflet production 

One Set Price 
€50,000  
 

WeChat  
5,000 Contacts per 
account  

Avg. €12.83  
1,000 impressions (Whaley 
2017) 

€12.83 x 5,000 = 
€64,150 

   
TOTAL: 

 
€961,639.64 
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APPENDIX 5 
CHINESE TRANSLATIONS 
 
Appendix 5.1 

 
When two people fall in love,  

their families must join together for the first time.  
I am meeting his parents  

and I want them to give me their blessing! 
Today I am having dinner with his family. 

 
Appendix 5.2 

 
All my life I knew I was a dancer,  
But my father  
said I should  
be a doctor.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tonight,  
I tell him I resigned  
and I am going to  
dance school. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Healthy Changes Begin 
With Healthy Food 
 

Healthy Changes begin 
with Healthy Food 
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Appendix 5.3 
 
 
Me and my girlfriend have been together for 5 years  
and now I want her to be my wife.  
Her family must accept me first, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
They are coming to eat with us today. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 5.4 
Best Way to Impress my boyfriends’ parents? 
 
 
Healthy Changes Begins With Healthy Food| HelloFresh 
7 Reviews     20th November 2019 
HelloFresh believes that cooking is the best way to show 
off and impress your loved ones. 
We know that everyone is a chef. Impress your loved 
ones by cooking new food. This will be similar to a new 
beginning. 
 

Healthy Changes Begin 
With Healthy Food 
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